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“This [book] is one of the first instances in which we’ve considered a principal to be exceedingly wise.  
Duct Tape equals more fun with obviously much less mess.” –Jim and Tim, The Duct Tape Guys 

 

A sticky predicament 

Although his teacher has warned him that too much glue never dries, Matty loves glue. 
(After all, he and his dad make oodles of glue projects at home!) So one day during art, 
he searches for the fullest glue bottles in the classroom and the fun begins… 
 
With a squish and a plop Matty pours a gluey lake, and – Geronimo! – belly flops into 
the middle. Unfortunately Matty hasn’t thought things through, and now he’s stuck in 
the gloppy gloop. His classmates try to pull him out with yarn lassos and a tow truck 
made of plastic bricks, but – Boing! Creak! Kaboom! – the stickiness only grows. 
 
Just before the final bell rings and the carpool parents arrive, Matty whispers an idea to 

his friends. Will his plan work or will Matty be a clicky bricky, clingy stringy, blucky stucky glue boy for the rest of his life? And will 
Dad think Matty’s “out-of-the-bottle” creativity has made a mess or a masterpiece? 
 
Matty’s sticky predicament unfolds through Zac Retz’s wildly expressive digital paintings and Jason Lefebvre’s lively language and 
zany refrain. Matty’s classmates, the bewildered principal, and the flustered nurse are all a hoot, but the real gem is Matty 
himself – wacky and loveable, wavering between glee and lunacy. 
 
Too Much Glue will grip children and adults alike. After all, who hasn’t smeared glue on a palm just to experience the unique joy 
of peeling it off when dry? Although grownups may not like to admit it, kids know that the most enjoyable artistic endeavors are 
the especially messy ones. 
 

Too Much Glue is inspired, irreverent 
fun – a goofy, giggly story that will 
stick with kids like... glue! 
 
Jason Lefebvre is a children’s librarian and preschool 
paraprofessional at the Holyoke Public Library. He lives  
in Holyoke, MA, and this is his first picture book.  

 
Zac Retz studied illustration at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology in NY, and has worked as an illustrator, concept 
artist, character designer, clay modeler, and T-shirt designer. 
This is his first picture book. 
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